Investment Commentary as of June 2020

Master Limited Partnerships
The midstream energy and master limited partnership (MLP)
market, as represented by the linked benchmark, had a total
return in U.S. dollars of 50.18% in the second quarter,
bringing the year-to-date return to –35.71%.

Investment Review
Master limited partnerships (MLPs) rebounded sharply as
virus concerns abated, global economies started reopening
and oil market conditions improved. Earnings reports
following the devastating first quarter were better than the
market's dramatically lowered expectations, while 2020
downward guidance revisions were better than feared. With
new reported global COVID-19 cases relatively flat through
much of the quarter, the brighter outlook (and the worst-case
scenario averted) helped midstream stocks recover a sizable
portion of their losses.
Crude oil prices soared on rebalancing supply and demand,
but persistent risks and uncertainty could drive further price
volatility. West Texas Intermediate surged on strong supplyside support due to U.S. production curtailment and
production cuts from the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and its partners (OPEC+). Demand has
been a bit better than feared, with encouraging data on motor
gasoline demand. Several risks warrant close monitoring,
including: a) continued Russia and Saudi willingness to curtail
output, b) U.S. production starting to come back online, c) the
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potential for supply coming back into the system from storage
and d) the trajectory of virus recovery on demand.
We remain positive on natural gas fundamentals, but resumed
drilling and seasonal weakness have pressured prices. More
than half of midstream revenues come from natural gas–
related activities. As natural gas and crude oil are often
extracted together, natural gas prices are partially a function
of oil prices, which drive oil and gas production volumes. The
second quarter's dramatic rebound in oil prices drove a
resumption in drilling activity that pressured natural gas
prices, dampening our enthusiasm. However, we are broadly
comfortable with current natural gas balances and remain
optimistic about gas market fundamentals, particularly for the
winter of 2021–2022.
Commodity-sensitive sectors—among the most oversold early
in the year—outperformed. Following sharp declines in the
first quarter, water (99.9% total return1) and gathering &
processing (175.1%) rose materially as investors had better
visibility to assess valuations. By contrast, sectors with more
predictable cash flows, which were the relative winners in the
first quarter—such as natural gas pipelines (15.2%) and
refinery logistics (14.4%)—lagged in the second quarter's
rally. We remain relatively defensively positioned, favoring
storage and other downstream businesses that should benefit
from low energy prices.
Chesapeake Energy's bankruptcy (hopefully) marks the end
of the "growth at all costs" E&P business model. We view the
bankruptcy as more symbolic than impactful—given the
longstanding expectation of a restructuring—representing a
shift in the natural gas space. In contrast to Chesapeake's
highly leveraged approach, the newer model is for companies
to focus on returns, better balance sheets and spending
capital based on returns, not growth objectives. We continue
to watch the counterparty credit risk of our midstream
companies, reducing exposure to securities that may be
negatively impacted. We believe lower production volumes in
exchange for stronger counterparties is a favorable tradeoff.
And considering the challenging economics today, we have a
positive view of upstream companies focused on reducing
capital expenditures and distributions.

Investment Outlook
The extraordinary circumstances facing our global economy
have resulted in uncertainty for the midstream sector,
warranting caution for now. We see a wide range of possible
outcomes for 2020 and 2021 due to uncertainty about the
virus's impact on demand and the speed of global recovery.
In the near term, we expect continued volatility amid the
challenges of weak and volatile commodity prices, stretched
balance sheets for some, elevated counterparty bankruptcy
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and contract renegotiation risk, and drastic upstream
production cuts. We also see potential for the energy industry
to face meaningful policy changes following the upcoming
U.S. elections, including reforms around taxation, drilling on
federal lands and pipeline regulatory approvals.
Midstream energy will continue to be an attractive incomeproducing asset class, in our view. While there may be further
distribution cuts this year, we believe that current distribution
levels, in the aggregate, are largely sustainable. We generally
view distribution cuts favorably in this environment, if used to
move the company toward a more conservative balance
sheet, with greater financial flexibility and sustainability of
income. From our perspective, the asset class is trading
below its fair multiple and the market volatility has resulted in
dislocations, which present compelling opportunities for
selective managers.
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We retain an overall defensive tilt, but are selectively
complementing relatively safe, sustainable bellwethers with
some of the more volumetrically sensitive companies. We
continue to favor downstream midstream names and are
focused on high-quality companies that may be better
positioned to weather volatility. We also have some exposure
to companies with assets close to the wellhead, particularly in
the water industry. In general, we prefer companies with
diverse business lines, healthy balance sheets, strong
management teams and exposure to multiple basins.
We believe the medium- to long-term fundamental case for
midstream is compelling, benefiting from our positive longterm outlook for hydrocarbons. We believe the global
economy will consume hydrocarbons for the foreseeable
future, with crude oil and natural gas as key drivers of energy
demand, even as renewables gain market share. North
American shale remains a low-cost, short-cycle resource that
can be competitively extracted even in times of low
commodity prices. We believe the trend toward better
midstream business models will accelerate as a result of the
downturn, with renewed management focus on returns on
invested capital, asset optimization and consolidation, driving
better margins and cash to shareholders.
(1) All sector returns in this commentary are in local currencies. Sector classification of
securities in the index is determined by the investment advisor.
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